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installment  plan 
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George  Rede 
The embattled lob Corps 
Center, already hit 
with a recommendation to close its lacilities and 
an ultimatum to appoint a citizens 
advisory 
committee,
 may lind itself in court soon, a  
member of the Chicano Employment
 Committee 
(CEC) said Tuesday. 





dissatisfaction with its 
program,  was urged to close last week by the 
GEL. 
In 
addition.  the (A.(. 
urged three San 
jose lob 









 with the 
Department of Labor. 
Following 
up










Conlederacion  de 
La Raza 









 seven days 
to
 insure 
La Razo President Jorge 
Pineiro at Job Corps meeting 
cI,nuuiIUIiIt IIIiI Intu the 1,11.1itt v. 
'Earlier this 
year.  22 communal y groups sent 
a 
letter to the Department 
of
 Labor, criticizing the 
center's lack of 
citizen
 participation. The letter,
 
dated May 9. came only seven
 days alter the 
facility
 opened.) 
Bob Martinez, Model Cities 
director and CRC 
member, indicated 
Tuesday  that further steps 
were
 planned to close the job
 Corps Center, 
which houses some
 150 trainees. 
"We've
 got documentation 
where they've 
violated their contract
 in several instances." 
Martinez
 said. We have the proof
 to take them 
to court. 
"Our attorneys are 
working  out a class action 
suit
 in behalf of the kids who were kicked 
out 
!rum  the center for any 
reason,"
 Martinez said. 
Contract 
violations,
 according to Martinez, in-
clude a lack 
of
 community input into 
the selec-
tion ot the director. 
The Singer Corporation
 appointed John Ac-
quilano as director 
two weeks ago, filling the 
position 
vacated
 by Fedro Yaneis resignation.
 
Acquilano's immediate reaction 
to the CEC 
ultimatum, according to 
San lose city coun-
cilman Al Garza,
 was "serious doubt" it can be 
fulfilled. 
Garza, mediator 
between the CRC and the lob 
Corps, 
said
 another meeting would be called
 by 
manpower directors in 
the  area if the ultimatum 
is 
not met within seven days. 
The CEC's 
recommendation
 to manpower 
agencies holding 
contracts
 with the fob Corps 
would have a devastating
 effect if accepted, 
Martinez said. 
"These organizations
 provide services to the 
Job Corps, which they could not have without 
them,- Martinez said. "They




agencies urged to break off 
relations with the center include the Santa Clara 
Valley Skill Center. Opportunities
 In-
dustrialization Center. 
and the San Jose 
Vocational Center. 
The possibility of court
 action is not far-fet-
ched. Martinez indicated. 
"If the center does not comply with the
 
violations, we'll certainly take 
them










 Center was voiced by both staff and students 
in
 
reaction to the Chicano Employment 
Committee's  (CRC) recommendation 
that the center be closed. 
'rhe GEC, which includes numerous Chicano city and 
council
 officials, is-
sued the recommendation Thursday 
following a joint meeting with the 
Contederacion de la Raze 
Unida  in which the following shortcomings were 
cited: 








incidents"  involving job trainees which required polcie action. 
John D. Acquilano, director of the center which is operated
 by the Singer 
Corporation  'through a contract with the 
Department
 of Labor), said Mon-
day he disagreed with the CRC's 
recommendations.  
"I don't know what 
they
 were based on," he said. 
"They
 didn't
 talk tomcat 
any time 
before coming out with them." 
The center director, who took over two weeks ago when Fedro Yanez 
resigned, came to the San Jose 
area from Rochester, N.Y. where he was 
direc-
tor of the Monroe County Probation/fail Project. 
Previously, he had served as associate 
director
 of the Breckinridge lob 
Corps Center in Kentucky.  
In response to the first charge, Acquilano explained, "The lob Corps
 
facilities, which open May 2 were leased 
by
 the Department of Labor for a 
two-year period.
 The Singer Corporation had nothing to do with it. I don's 
think it's the most ideal location, but we must 
work out of here." 
Asked if he had another 
location  in mind, Acquilano answered, "I'm 
totally unfamiliar with the area. I'm sure some citizens' 
groups  would have 
some ideas. though." 
Queried on the dropout rate. 
Acquilano  said there area number of reasons 
why 
trainees  leave. "It's not just a poor little kid who's 
discontent,"
 he said. 
Trainees, according to Acquilano, may leave
 because of medical, dis-
ciplinary, drug or police problems. 
Some go AWOL, he added. 
"The center is at lault partially,
 but the Human Resources Department 
IHRD) is 
responsible  for recruiting for this center," he 
said.  "They must be 
aware of our programs and recruit accordingly." 
'the job Corps. known formally as the 
San  lose Residential Manpower 
Center,
 houses approximately 150 young 
people, almost all of them high 
school dropouts Irom Santa Clara County. 
The center provides 
room and board, meals, clothing,





enrolling corpsman earns $25 
per month and can receive up to
 $50 per 
month, depending on 
his progress. Vocational
 training ranges from 
automotive repair to welding, clerical
 work to grocery checking, and
 graphic 
arts to drafting or electronic technology. 
"We're 
going to make an all-out attempt
 to reduce the rate," Acquilano
 
said. adding that 
he
 had made several pers..rnel changes
 and that a few more 
positions
 are to be filled. 
"It the center is strong internally, then many of the externals will take care 
ot themselves, Acquilano said. 
In response to the 
third  CRC charge, Acquilano said there was "one in-







He said he did not know when it was or exactly
 what happened, 
reiterating he was new to the area. 
"I don't think it's too significant, though, considering we've been in 
operation more than a 
year."  he added. 
Admitting the academic and vocational training left "room for im-
provement in both areas," Acquilano said. "Considering most corpsmen are 
dropouts, we've 
succeeded  where someone else has failed." 
lames R. White, supervisor of residential
 living, counseling, and 
recreation, remarked, "A lot of people don't understand the whole gamut of 
our operations. They  think the lob Corps center is supposed to be a panacea 
for all the problems that have accumulated over a 113 -to -21 year period." 
Acquilano said he was interested in "alternative" programs which critics 
might have. 
Asked 
what would happen to the lob Corps administrators and students if 
it closed down, Acquilano said, "That's up to the community to decidenot 
me." 
If the center were to close, which Acquilano does not believe will happen, 
official word would come from
 the Labor Department,  which has its regional 
office in San Francisco. 
Meanwhile, students, some of whom hadn't heard of 
theCEC's
 urging that 
the center be closed, generally defended the institution,  although a few aired 
complaints. 
A group of  eight students, seated on couches in a lounge area between 
classes, agreed the center had more to offer than the average high school. 
"You learn more here," said one student. "High school's a drag because
 
sometimes you can't get into the classes you want, like carpentry. But, you 
still get in trouble
 for









 you can get 
a job with." 
However,  other 
students  pointed 
out some negative
 aspects of the
 center. 
One 
expressed  his 
dissatisfaction  with
 "the shitty pay 





 in our 
rooms."
 
"Some people just come here to learn trades." a 
student
 said. "When they 
get here, they have logo to class." The school day, he pointed out, begins at It 
a.m, and ends at 4 p.m. 
None of the students had any opinion of Acquilano. newly -appointed as 
director. 
We don't even know him,- one said. "He never walks around like our 





Jose  State University 
employee  may be 
limed by the State of 
Celli  omit' tu go on welfare. 
William Milli 
Orr, a custodian for Allen 
Hall,  
is 
being forced to retire because he 
0)68 years old 
even though
 he claims he has never been in the 
hospital  or hail any illness 
worse than a had 
cold. 
"Ain't 
nothin'  wrong with me." Orr. 
declared.  
The custodian was born
 on January 11, 1905 in 
Swanee. 
Georgia. Because he is 68 he is being
 
lorced  to retire as of Feb. 
1, 1972 because of 
California's 
Retirement and Related Benefits 
rule.  
Bill Allison, Auxiliary 
Enterprises  Manager, 
went  to bat for Urr. In a letter to William E. 
Payne, executive officer 
of




 wrote, "I am not as-
king for help 
in retaining Mr. Orr. lam begging 
tot help to retain this man..." 
Residents at Allen Hall have been
 organizing 
in favor of Orr. 
Spearheaded
 by Marq Lipton, 
SISU 
junior,
 a petition has 
circulated 
throughout the dorm. In one day,
 145 out of 
a total resident hall
 population of 187 persons 
had signed the request. 
"The 
kids love me and I love them,- Orr said. 
He went on to say that 
"All
 I want is a ten month 
extension
 to gel my atlairs in order," the alert 
and peppy custodian lamented. 
"If I retire, all I'll get is about $241) a month, 
that ain't enough to support 
my family." Orr 
said. He said he owned his own house and would 
be lorced to take





 agreed in his letter to Payne. -Any help 
that you 'Payne) could provide in this situation 
whereby we might be able 
to retain Mr. Orr as a 
custodian
 for a few more years would be greatly 
appreciated by me, Mr. Orr and
 his family," 
Allison wrote. 
Orr's  request
 for an extension had already 
been rejected on Sept. 15. 1972 by Sam Milioto. 
Personnel Officer  of 
SJSU.  In a memo to Allison. 
Milioto wrote, "Since Mr. Orr's birthdate is in 
January. 1905, he must 
retire on February. 1973." 
Allison refused 
Intake
 no for an 
answer. In a 
memo dated Sept. 18, 1972
 Allison wrote to 
Milioto. "I am not
 satisfied with your response. I 
have
 checked throughout the state college 
system;  and I know of several cases, 
one
 in 
particular,  in 
which  the president of a college 
Bill Orr 
waived retirement tor an individual." Allison 
cited Mr. Kermit Parker, Associate Director of 
Housing at 
California
 State University, Long 
Beach. as an example. 
In a statement yesterday. 
Milioto  said there 
was nothing he could do. "there are waivers 
available only for faculty 
members,-  Milioto 
said. He explained
 that Parker, as an Associate 
Director of Housing, is given counselor's status
 
which he said is paramount
 to faculty status. 




month"  is "wrong." The 
personnel  officer stated that because he has 
worked only four years in the state, he will 
be 
"getting nothing near that amount." 





 Allison received a negative res-
ponse from Payne on Friday, Dec. 8. 
Allison said yesterday, 
"there is nothing more 
I 
can do." 
Meanwhile, Bill Orr, is counting the days 
until  
he has to retire. "I only 
want  10 more months. 10 







coffeehouse  act passed 
Students
 may get a better deal on books next 
semester,  according to 
Judy  Garcia, A.S. con-
sumer
 affairs director. 
Miss  Garcia, in a report
 to council last night,
 
explained that 





But not tor 
the same reasons 
as Lite Magazine. 
Tomorrow is the 




begins  and today is the 
final 
issue of the 
Spartan Daily for 
this year. 
Publication will 
resume  tan. 3, 1973. The 
staff  of 
the Spartan Daily wishes 







January graduates of the 
School  ot Applied 
Sciences
 and Arts will be 
honored
 next month at 
an inlormal reception. 
The event will be 
held  from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Thursday. January 
18, in the 1 lmunhum Room of 








Students had negotiated El 
change  in used book 
rates with Spartan Bookstore 
personnel.  
The bookstore will now buy back books at 60 
per cent of their
 original value, and resell them at 
65 per cent. Miss Garcia reported. 
Books are currently bought back for 50 
per 
cent and resold for 75 
per cent. 
However, for the bookstore 
to meet those 
rates, student volunteers are needed to process 
the books 
during
 the buy-back period. Jan. 10-
19. 
Miss Garcia told council that 
students
 are 
needed January 10-1210 work
 the equivalent of 
six full-time employees 1144 hours), while
 the 
equivalent of 12 full-time
 employees is needed to 
work the wekk of 
January  15. 
In addition to hearing Miss Garcia's report, 
council 
approved Act 51, the coffeehouse act, 
and a resolution supporting
 Babak Zahraie, a 
foreign student attending the University of 
Wahington. 
who  is threatened with deportation 
for his political activities. 
A.S. Vice -President Ruch Leonardi in his 
report to council 
said that interviews for 
students applying for appointment to vacant 
A.S. council seats will be held Ian. 2 and 4 from 3 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
in the C.U. Diablo Room. 




 the three faculty and two student 
positions open on the A.S. Judiciary will be 
held  




























 tabled until 
its next meeting




























 a very different
 sense of what
 
democracy implies.
 I don't believe an 
academic 


















dozen students for an hour and a 
half
 in the West 
Hall lounge on subjects ranging from
 students 
on tacult y committees to who would
 play in the 


















tenure  or promotion. 


























 that a department in a 
university







 have to live with the 
consequences
 of their vote as do faculty 
members. 
"I don't lollow 
that
 principle (students on com-
mittees) because I don't believe the 
interests,
 oor 
knowledge. or the experience of the students and 
faculty



























don't  think it 
sufficient  that a 
professor  have 
a 
tile lull of 





 the opinions of students. 
when  they are 
done
 in a proper way,





















has  been. 
"That's how
 serious I think







students,"  he said. 
Dr.  
Bunzel said he 
is










 University would 
want to 
reward faculty members 
who  have shown merit 
in their teaching,- 
Bunzel
 said. 
He added, "If I 
read
 the student mind 
correctly, 
I think 
there are too many 
students  who know, 
the instructor is 
not of the quality 
they 
expected.- he said. 
Although he said he couldn't comment on 
whether students were more 
intelligent he did 
note "grade point averages have gone up." 
Dr. Bunzel said he suspected persons are now 
being more broadly educated and cited a pos-
sible influence  froom the mass media,  especially 
television. 
"I suspect that television 
has broadened the 
interest s. the attention span, and the
 horizons of 
knowledge
 
of a lot oil people,- he said. 







 as tar as I could see, 
because
 they have been 
at
 college during a 
backdrop ol 
so





 and war, has been 
more  active and much 
more involved 
in many things." he said. 
"Five to 10 years ago I think students were 
more involved in terms of wanting 
to get power." 
he added. 
He said students this year maybe more 
interested "now perhaps in getting some 




tor changes in classromn standards. Dr. 
Bunzel said "I'm concerned about the fact that 
our standards in some sense may have 
diminished." 
"My suspicion is that there is a movement 
throughout the country that tends In 
suggest
 
that merit, achievement,  and excellence
 are not 
going  to be as highly hell as they have been in 
the 
past,-  he stated. 
"there is an at tempt






more comfortable in 
the 
classroom,-
 Dr. Bunzel added. "Perhaps 
this is 
why 
the  movement to pass. fail is 
part
 oil what 
we're seeing." 
On other Borneo:is Dr. Bonze!
 commented: 
 He sees 
a possible
 
tuition  in. reds., Hi
 the 
slate 





 that what students
 are now paying for
 
their education 
is low in terms 
of





foreign  tuition 
Dr. Bunzel said he was
 in 
favor of 





 payments by 
lureign 
students  and
 outad-state  students may 
become more evenly 
distributed  in the 
future.
 
 In regards 
to
 the allirmative action 
program
 
Dr. Bunzel said 
he








 but is opposed
 to a 
quota system tor




 said the 
registration 
process is "a disgrace.- He 
said he shared the 
sluilenls concern 
Ine the problein and said 
he 
hoped that
 computer registration 
would be 
initiated as soon as possible. 
 Dr. Dunce) Said he 
supports
 the 
proposed  18 
story 
library complex al 
Seventh
 and San 
Fernando streets. He said the
 slate has already 






















































































































will  be on the 
road. Some 
will be 
driving  near, some
 will be 
traveling
 a little further,
























 is the 









one-third  of 





















 'I'urn on  
headlights  to make 
the 
oncoming










 a safe distance 
between 
you




 for the 
other guy
 
Give your family and friends 
the 
most  precious gift 





 to the Editor 
Destiny:
 



















































































new  library 
does  not 
have to be 
an 



























say  the 
Student  






 for a 






























 In order 
to merit 
my




 I feel 
it
 proper to 
make 
notice
 a few 
problems  






















 at Warme 
and Frenly 
we'd
 rat her 
swimin
 a hill of 
beans than 
let a 
VIP of ours 
hit the wrong







 too hard. 
Its
 














Day  before 
yesterday I 





you on a 
heap  of toys 
which
 is all well 
and good 
but next to this 
was a rack of 
walking 
shorts  on sale 
and
 a heap of ' 
Halloween 
costumes they're
 trying to 
clear out. 




 be fighting 
the Great 
Pumpkin. 
Ten years ago 
you weren't past 
Pearl  
Harbor  Day. You'll 
be on the 4th of 
July
 
in no time at the
 rate you're going. To 
me




 sung during the 
World Series. 
That big, furry overcoat
 of yours looks 
bad at 
the  cash register 
while  they're 
still clearing
 out spring 




with  you coming down 
the 
chimney
 in the dead 
of the night and 
all, I love it, but 
you have to reassure 
frightened kids and
 startled parents 
that you're 
friendly.
 What would you 
do if a guy came
 down the chimney
 at 
one in the morn?
 Call for the Fuzz, 
naturally. So 
kind
 of watch it 
along  
this line. 
This  next comment
 ought to hit you 
right where it hurts, 
in the stomach. 
It's sort of personal, but
 if I didn't have 
your 
sales  pitch in mind I 
wouldn't be 
writin'.




 full of jelly" 
stuff is hurting
 you. Me, I like 
a big 
man. 








the belt line. To put it 
bluntly, man, you 
just don't look like 
any young modern 
man...lean  and on 
the go. I like you the way you  
are.
 A fat 
guy  is always a bunch of laughs and I 
think the kids





 don't have the charge -
cards. It's 
their  scrawny parents who 
drop the bundle. 
Our underground 
tells us 
that  these cats don't go 
for your 
big person. Run this on the missus. I'm 
sure you could get some of 







In response to an article I read last 
week in the Spartan Daily, concerning 
Christmas. I would like to ask you 
what Christmas really is. 
Is it a Silent and Holy Night that 
Let 
them  be 
Juanita 
Lehus 
Autumn is a 
beautiful  time of year. 
The leaves turn bright
 red, orange and 
golden.
 A breeze rustles the
 trees and 
the
 leaves, in their colorful
 fall clothes, 
slowly and 





most  beautiful sight is walking 
through campus
 with red and orange
 













But...t  he biggest 
gripe to an old 
leaf 
kicker, like myself, 
is
 the nerve of the 
campus  gardeners. 
No













There is no prettier sight than the 
lawns covered
 with autumn leaves. I 
would like to 
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 Clear or 
is it a 
sleigh 

















 On High? 
Is it 
up on the 
house  top or is it 
Away
 In A 
Manger'? Is 
it frosty the snowman
 or is 
it Good King 
Wenceslas?  Is it The First 
Noel or is it 
deck
 the halls? Is it the 
birth  of Christ The King 
or
 is it Santa 
Claus  just coming to town? 
Most 
people
 have replaced the
 birth 
of 
Jesus with a lot 
of crass 
commercialism,  that seems 
to take 
away  the true meaning of 
Christmas.
 It 
was just about 2,000 years 
ago  that 
shepherds were 
watching  over their 
flock by night. 
And  it was then the 
angle of the Lord 
came to them and 
they were 
truly afraid. And the angel 
said, "Fear
 not fort bring you 
tidings  of 
great 
joy,
 for born this day in the city 
of David a 
Saviour,  which is Christ the 
Lord.
 And the angels sang out 
"Glory  
to 
God  in the highest, and on 
earth 
peace, good will toward men." 
Have we come so far as to forget the 
real meaning of Christmas, and to look 
just for material gifts? The real 
meaning 
of Christmas is not in 
the 
receiving of gifts, but in 
giving,
 love, 
and praising the 













 they build strong 
bodies  eight ways. 
You've
 been doin' a 
great  job with 
the "ho, ho, ho" 
but we've lost it 
almost
 
completely to a 
bunch of tomato heads
 
back east. Those
 corn cobs put 
it on 
some big 







 no longer 
"Ho, ho, ho, 
Merry 
Christmas,"  but 





 Those farming freaks
 even 
stole your little
 elf bit. We searched for
 
a copyright on 
this
 "ho, ho, ho" bit but
 
failed. We thought 
it best to stop before 
it got to the 
press.
 Imagine .the 
headlines,  "Santa 
Snarls
 at Green 
Giant."
 You'd be 
nothing
 with the kids. 
Alice from downstairs
 came up with 
"tee-hee."
 This makes you
 seem 
feminine.
 I'm for "har-har." 
Try it on 
the 
elves and see what they think,
 then 
toss it 
back to me, OK? 
Before I 
sign off I'd like to give you 
and the elves a big hand 
for one of the 
toys you're pushin'
 this year. We 
bought one of those three 
and half foot 
plastic monsters and it's a gas! Had a 
little trouble puttin' it together, but 
George the janitor was an electronics
 
engineer in the Army so we got it 
together  in a few days. It gave us all a 
charge to see it 
shoot the missile out of 
its head, roll its 
eyes,  go beep -beep, 
toss satellites with 
both hands, and 
move across the










 a great one! 
That's about it. I hope some of the 
hints are useful. Felix told me 
to 
remind you to hit the office party this 
year if you're 
down.  We'll pass the 
word to the gals so's they won't try to 
pull off your beard. It was a bad scene 
last year and we still feel had about it. 
So long for now, have a merry, 
Sydney  P. Warme 
















are  taken 
from  a 
chapter










Will  they 
ever 
finish









sees  why 





place  a 
"factory."  
Look




the  surface 
one might 























who  design 
buildings  
should consider
 the life 
patterns  of 
those who 
will
 be using the
 facility. Of 
necessity  
students
 wait in 
the halls 
before 








 are no 
facilities
 such 

























 the halls brighter
 and 
wider. 

























call it the 
new (WU), 
but inside the 
new 




 side by side 
at
 old 
desks  moved 


















University  San lose Since I934 
"A people 





 later, a 
people  without the 







































All other opinions 





















 has taken great 
strides. But to 
whom do the 
laurels  go for this 
progress? A large
 share belongs to the 
American Indian. 
America  appears to be very 
"clean" 




teeth, shampoo that 
really  
works and showers in 







than  200 
years
 ago in 
Boston,




















 Europeans were shocked by the In-
dians' great desire to clean themselves 
and remain 
in that state.  One of 
Isabella's 
orders
 concerning the In-
















Once upon a time there was a boy 
and a girl who grew into a 
man  and a 
woman. 
This man and this 
woman were un-




of them had 
been  raised in 
















man  was 25 
years old, 















this  and 
loving  
that about them. 
For many 
years  he had been 
searching  for "the" 
woman who could 
make. him happy in all the ways that he 
had dreamed about for so long. 
But somehow through
 the years he 
had
 never quite been able to 
fall in love 
with "the"
 woman. 
He wondered about this and said to 
himself,  "There's always been some 
physical  or personality 
flaw
 in all the 
women I've known. I've 
never been in 
the 
financial  position 
to
 take on  a wife. 
I 
want







wife  before 




 my true 
selfthe 
self
 that I know




The woman was 




major  in 
college. 
She had been on many
 dates, played 
many games with men and set up many 
plans




 somehow through the years
 she 
had 
never  quite been able 
to fall in love 
with
 "the" man. 
She pondered this 
and said to 
herself, "I want to be free
 to travel and 
have fun for awhile after
 graduation. I 
can't give up my 
career
 that I've been 
studying so hard 
for. My personality 
isn't right 
for  marriage yet. God. 'I' 
couldn't 
handle a pregnancy. All of 
my 
friends are getting 
divorced. I 
couldn't  stand that happening
 to 
me."  
The 25 -year -old man and the 22 -
year -old woman went on making 
excuses for escaping the destiny they 
longed for 
so passionately. 





















 is a 
bathtub,  
cut  out 
of the rock (Thought to be the work of 
the Aztecs), which at one time 
was fed 
by an underground stream.
 The Aztecs 
just laid down and 
let the water run 
over them.
 Sort of a do-it-yourself 
Whirlpool. 
So much for filthy savages. 
Remember when you 
were  fighting 
the  dread disease, 
diaper
 rash, and 
your old lady 
went and got out
 the 
Vaseline 
"to  soothe the irritation."
 You 
owe 
your  relief to the 
Indian  again, 
inventors  of 
petroleum
 jelly. 












 according to an article by 
Felix Cohen in the Spring, 1952 edition 




 Europen physicians and 




fauna of America, they 
have 
not discovered
 a medicinal 
herb
 not 
known to the Indians." 
Keep that in 
mind the next time 
you're looking for a 
drink that is 
















is the power 


















Esmeralda  hirlin 
The 










spirit,  as 
well as to the 
eyes. 
All  the main squares 
from
 the smallest 
towns like 
Acayucan. 




Mexico City. are 












governor's palaces, as 
well  as 
the main 
cathedrals  display 
their 
architecture  into 
the 
night through an 
array of 
Christmas 
light. All of 
the 
parks 
anti  main streets 
are 
dressed -up 





 as well as religious
 
scenesthe













 the Star, as 
well as 












streets, stores,  and
 
other places of commerce. 
Of course, the 
retail stores 
convery 






 for the young 
to 
admire.  
Throughout the month of 
December, up 
until  the 24th. 
the nights 
are dressed -up with 
the 
joy  and music of the 
"Posadas." 'these are 
Christmas parties 
that last all 
night. They all 
start with the 
traditional
 singing
 ol the 
Christian verses that tell of  the 
hardships that Joseph 
and 
Mary went 
through  in their 
journey 






 for Jesus to be 
born. 





stays in the 





 holding a 
lighted candle. 
Leading  them 
Is a couple holding the images 
of Joseph and Mary. 
All sing 
the brat 
verses.  When they 
come to the front door, both 
groups communicate through 
the singing of the verses until 
the group on the outside is 
given "Posada" and is let into 
the 
house.  
Some people are lucky 
enough  to be able to attend a 










 attend a 
midnight mass
 
("Miss  de 
















others have to 
wait  for their 
presents 
to be brought by  the 
Three 
Wise Men on 










the 7th of lanuary,
 many 





 at work 
and at 
home,
 to eat a 
piece of a 
doughnut






 is inserted. 
Whoever 
is
 so lucky 






everyone  there 
at






 loans Alanzo 
 Jim 
Zuur 





 on a 55
















and telephone numbers to 
the Community Forum 
boxes. In the future editors 
will serve two weeks 
instead of one. 'these boxes 
are located in the Central 
Library near the Photocopy 
machine, on the main floor 
at 
the information 
desk  of 
the 
CU,  and in the Spartan 
Daily newsroom
 IC 208. 
All 
contributions  appearing on 
theCommunity




the  writers and do not necessarily 
represent  
the opinions of the Spartan 
Daily,
 its editorial staff, its ad-
visers.





By Phil lathlike 
Recently I received a ques-
tionnaire 
asking me to 
nominate
 
the 10 most 
powerful people
 in San lose." 
The questionnaire came from 
some at udents doing a study of 
he power structure at this 
community- as a class project.
 
I don't know 
who the 10 




tried to list a 
lew: loe Kidder. 
uwner ol the Mercury
-News:  
Messrs. Hewlett and Packaid, 














prepare to pound rice and 
make Mochitsuki. This year's community 
benefit
 
Mochitsuki is scheduled for Dec.26 and 27 at the 






By Chris Yagoda 
On Dec. 26 
and 27, from 8 
a.m.
 to dusk. there 
will be a 
Community
 Benefit 
Mochitsuki  held 
at the
 San Jose Buddhist
 Church Parking 
lot. 
640
 North 5th 
Street.  San lose. 
The
 Mochitsuki 
Benefit  is not just 
a fund 
raising project,
 but more important,
 a leaching 
of a cultural 
tradition  and the 
unity  of the com-
munal 
y. 
Traditionally, the Mochitsuki takes place a 
lew days before the New Year. at which time, 
rice is pounded into a paste and formed into 
round Ilat 
cakes.  Larger cakes lOkasane) are 
made for use in alters and shrines (obutsudan) 
as an offering, a practice which began in the 
Heian 
Period  in Japanese History (794-1185). 
In Buddhism, the Okasane symbolizes a 
strong loundation
 for the older generation 
which is represented by the large bottom cake. 
The smaller cake on 
top, symbolizes the new 
generation. 'the tangerine Imikan)  on the top of 
the two mochi lOsawatil 
symbolizes the 
generations afterward or long life. There are 
various meanings attached
 to mochi such as 
earth, ocean
 and sun; and on festive oc-
casionshappiness and wealth. 
To bring the tradition
 and symbolisms into 
the realities
 of today, we find that it is a 
starting point for many things, most 
basically  
the
 uniting of people. It brings together, for 
instance, the young and old:a beginning for the 
young to learn ti 
edition  and history for the old. 
and for the older to gain the new perspectives 
that the young are 
gaining  from society 
today...We welcome everyone 
to this joyous 
occasion to participate in the pounding,  in 
making the mochi. 
in getting to know the 
people and work towards 
unity  and spirit of 
the people. 
For more information
 on  the fund, contact 
the Asians for Community Action,  565 N. 5th
 
St., or 

















the  media a 






















184 S. 13th St. 
The purpose 
of
 the center is 
to provide

































time to the 
public for the 
execution
 of Free 
Speech  Mes-
sages. The 
specific  time 
provided  by each
 radio and 
television 
station  must be 
located in a 
place where 
anyone
 can ask to 
see that 
specific time.
 In addition, any 
message 
broadcast
 on Federal 
Air time,
 must be 
logged  by 
that 
particular  station. 
'the station's 
log must also 
be available to the public upon 
demand. 
There are three 
problems 
concerning  Free Speech Mes-
sages that Focus on Media will 
be dealing
 with. The first and 
most important, will be in-
torming the 
community  that 
free air time on both radio and 
television is available to them, 
for the 
deliverance
 of FSM's. 
Secondly. Focus on 
Media  will 
be working with the creation 
of a FSM that people will 
listen
 to. 
The last problem 
will  deal 
with how 
to get the radio and
 
television 
stations  to accept 
your message,
 and broadcast 
it. Frequently F'SM's are not 
aired  because people do not 
have the knowledge
 of how to 
deal
 with the station itself. 
Any groups or individuals 
interested in 
doing  a FSM, or 





workshops in the use of video-
tape portapaks, 16 mm. 
cameras, and 
still 
photography, as well as 
gathering information as it can 
to show precisely how
 the 
media can be used to serve the 
needs of the people. 

























6 T honey 
ice 














Blend  above 
ingredients  In 
blander.  adding 
mak  first & log 
laM  Tn. rnme 
ins
 thicker 11560521. 
For  variation us fruit 







%) STORE INC. 
111 7 p.m. 
330 South Tenth Street  San Jose,







 KNTv and San 
lose 
Cable Co.: 
Norman  Minneta, 
our  good mayor; the new 
chief 
of police and ?. 
I 
was  already to 
mail it back 
when I 
realized  that 
the  
student and I 
were both 
making a big 
mis-












of power in San 
lose
 is a group 
of
 people,  a ruling class. 
It 




iii Si  11,1. 
With 1.111 
kheed. IBM. MC. the
 San lose 
United 
School
 District,  the 




 Defense. GM. 











-makers have power. 
i.e. the ability to influence 
others,
 and some do not. 
Persons are 
decision -makers 
but the most int luential 
decision-mdkei s in I/1.11 society 
are bureaucracies. 
Bureaul














































































 practical test 






CSUSI, has a 
Community In-
volvement (Field) Program for
 





education is based on the 






 basic goals to 
any experiential education 
program. They are: 
1) To provide practical 
substance to abstract theories 
li.e. direct application of 
academic based theories 
to 
"real life" 
situations to test 
their
 validity). 
2) To provide an 
"experien-
1 ia I 






There will be a fund raising 
dance for a proposed program 
on educational and 
recreational facilities, dis-
placement to emergency food, 




The benefit dance will be 
held at the 
Santa  Clara County 
Fair Grounds Bldg. 
Dec.  22. 
from 6 to 12 p.m. 
Bands include Mestizo. 
Stone Brown, Ruben Rubio, 
and Los Unicos. Donations are 
$2, plus canned food. The 
dance 
isco-sponsoredby  Black 
Beret Para La just icia, 
Chicanos 
Par
 I.a Gente. and 
Monitors.  
Fremont  
Junior  High 
and 
three  racist pigs 
By lose Najera 
"Do not be my judge." 
I have often 
heard that story,
 
and the words when they came 
cut like knives,
 into pieces. my composure. 
Feeling good in my work 
and proud to 
be
 where I am, 
trying to bring light into the darkest eyes. 
"I have a name," I said. 
"if you say it I am yours." 
Do not whistle
 or flag me down, I told them.
 
That 
is not my way, nor should 
it be yours. 
"Do not be my judge." 
Inside my 
room, looking like the bottom
 of a broom, 





 to be kind, 
for that 
is the way to be. 
But like a sponge all the 
kind  was sapped into stone. 




But, Lord. I thought they were 
finished  with saying it. 
"Do not he my 
judge." 
Anger
 didn't show, I just let 
their  thought take them 
where they 
may  lead. 
But with the quickness
 ol time "Vengeance is mine!"
 I tried to be 
lorgiving. 
But I was caught 
in a flood and saw what 
must  be done, 












 y ou oar 












1 5th- 5PM 
to 1 2 
Midnight
 




















lor a mutual 




















 are undertaken 
in
 one 







with  a particular
 com-
munity problem.
 Since the ma-
jority of New 
College students 























'the billowing are 













Eastlield  Childrens 
Center  Tutorial 
Project: 
students 
working  with a local 
board
 and care home 
involving 













getting in touch 
with the 
residents 
perceptual  views 
ot 
their 
people  and the 
com-
munity to 
experience how.  









 control that 
the 






 have on the 
City  of San 
lose. 
 Children in the 
Com-
munity: 
composed  of a group 
Jil
 students working with 
children in both public and 
alternative schools. 
Individual projects 
 We 15,5%e students 




































If you are interested
 in fin-
ding out 
more about the New 
College Community
 In-
volvement Program or New 
College in general. 
call (408) 
277-3291
 or 277-3321 or 
better  
yet, drop by 



















 seeking volunteers 
to 
work in boycotting 
the non-
union lettuce
























at 237 N. 
First  Street 
and the telephone



















mind.  (That is 
what  they 
are paid tor, 
that
















much independent of 
any 




 is absurd. 
There is an 
easy test of the 
above  analysis of the 
power 
structure.
 Maybe, power can
 
be measured
 objectively in 
terms  of budget
 sizes or by 
calculating  the 
amount  of time 
(number of 
hours)
 that people 
lave 
in the context of a 
given 
decision
-makers  policies and
 
practices. e.g. at 





 of the tube, 
and  so on and 
SO 







 power is 
invisible 
because
 we are 




 way of 
viewing our 
societ y. What 
is to 
be 
done?  The first




the  system visible






are  the 
real  
newsmakers?  If we 
could set 
things  up so 
we had 





some  of them 
would 
learn  to 

















 our day 
are Ralph 






























































eaten a jeans scone,  
veted
 western blue 
denim  
Itched
 In red: waist 
26-38:
 
,short, medium, long and
 extra -
long:  about $8. Single 
pleated,  
hi















in the picture. k 
aCeJoin  
Cone
 makes  fabrics people live
 in. I 







Compiled  from 
the Associated
 Press 






















 to end 
the Vietnam
 war. 





























WASHINGTONPres.  Ho 
ba .1 
some 
more  of his choices
 for
 
government  posts. 
Nixon said he 
will  name lames Keogh as head 
of the U.S. In-
formation Agency. 
loseph
 Sheed as deputy district attorney,
 
and 
Ronald Walker as director id the 
National









 la homes were des-
cribed yesterday as 
dumping  places,  lacking in 
kindness and em-
ploying inept help
 at a hearing by the
 Point Legislative 
Com-
mittee  on 
Aging. 
Frank  Edlund DI 
the
 San Francisco 




problems of inadequate 
care stem from the fact
 
that 
-society  as a whole 
doesn't
 concern itself 






Jillerences  are only 
culture -deep. 
"But students  are students,- 
says Dr. Vladimir Lovitsky. "They 
like MUSIC, they 
like sports. They are,  inside,
 the same." 
Luvitsky and Dr. 
Yevgeny  Proskurkin, two Soviet Union
 
scientists. 
were visiting the University 
of
 Florida during a 
research exchange program. 
The Russian student,




 the American student. His hair is 
shorter.  too. but this may 
be due to the fact that a 
trim
 costs only 30 cents in the U.S.S.R. 
Student 
rebellion, of course, is unheard of. "We 
don't  have 
reason tor demonstrations in 
Russia...we  are always optimistic." 
stated Lovitsky. 
All men in the Soviet Union must serve in the 
army for two 
years. according to the
 constitution. "All young men agree with 
the constitution and serve in the army with pleasure," the 
cybernetics specialist
 said. 
Naturally. the Russian student is more serious about his 
studies than the American
 student, but then. the Russian 
educational system Is apparently very difficult. Lovilsky had to 
lake 11 exams to 
graduate  Irom high school and then live more to 
enter college. 
That's the scene on Soviet Union campuses, comrades. 
As a "shaft
 of sunlight to pierce the gloom of 'the
 stone zone.' " 
at least two university 
newspapers  I know of  published 
a letter 
from the Los Angeles lather of a college 
student.  
"Young 
people, task you to lake a 
moment!"
 he pleads near the 
conclusion.  "Pause, reconsider 




 the licentiousness around 
you."  
Yes, back in the 
U.S.A.,
 morality is crumbling.
 lolly 
Christmas, I. Arthur
 Gorham III. 
Transportation
 problems abound
 on many campuses. 
but the 
University  of Oklahoma
 is one campus where 
a solution has been 
found. 
From 6:30  in the 
morning  until 5 p.m.. students
 are transported 
across
 campus on three 
"tram-  units for free. 
The  tramsopen 
trailers drawn by 
jeeps have been operating
 there since 1969. 
The  cost, approximately $18.000 a 
year.  is paid by the Center 
tor Student Development.
 the student government. 
anti  the 
Department ot 
Housing.  
One of the few problems nt this 
venture has been that the rear 
cars sometimes overturn 
when  they run over it curb. On one such 
occasion,  an 
occupant






an open exhaust? 
Oh ver 
A.
 "jolly" Batcheller, professor
 il 
irnatimental 
horticulture at California Stale Polytechnic l iniversity. Pomona 
land you thought 
our name was a mouthful!' recently combined 
driving and cooking with an "exhaust pipe oven." 
tie discovered, however. that 15 patents have been issued to 
ideas related to baking loud with a car's exhaust heat 
since  1922. 
He wasn't planning to sell his oven anyway. 
His model is made from a live -gallon can. two one
-gallon
 
duplicating fluid cans, plaster of paris. a window screen
 and 
other miscellaneous materials and is attached to the exhaust 
pipe.
 
For those interested. it lakes potatoes 30 
minutes at 50 m.p.h. 
to be baked on his Volkswagen squareback. 
Charley  
Bell  


















































































































for tree at 



































































 so I filled
 out 
an 
application."  she 
said. She 
was 









Miss  Vitek 
is the only 
Beetleboard 











University  and 
one  
at Foot 



























propert  y damage. 
no police
 record, and 
no 
serious moving 
violations  for 
at least three years. 
What







of the more relevant campus contests held lately is the 
Ugly Dwelling and Worst Lease Contest at the 




students  inhabiting the winning off -campus dwellings 
will receive $10 and $5 respectively. Many ot the entries will also 
be submitted to the Oregon state legislature
 as arguments for 
tenant's protection. 
Coincidentally. an Idaho 
fellow
 named Mike Oehler spoke at 
the University of Oregon on how to curb housing costs by living 
undergroundliterally. 
His one -room home, which he dug in the side of a 
mountain,  
took two months and S50 to build. His only monthly bill is SW for 
water. 





The College of San Mateo couldn't decide 
on
 one student body. 
so it chose two Mr. CSMs. 
Following in the 
footsteps  of Cosmopolitan. the San Mal can
 
'college 
newspaper) held a contest to 
discover  a representative 
male and 14 contestants























































































































 are now being
 
accepted 













program,  can 







61201,  for 
further  in-





















































































the $2U a 
month  check? 
"It 
makes  
driving  a 










at a red 
light, some 
people look 

















 many people 
flag her 
down 
to  ask the 
answer.  
The riddle
 asks. "What 
comes 
in
 a six pack 
and  Hies 
East and
 West?" The 
answer is 
printed in 











Recalling  one experience 
prompted 
by
 the riddle Miss
 
Vitek 






ago, going 70 mph. and a bunch 
of
 
kids pulled up alongside 
and 
yelled, "What is 
it?" 
But  owning a vociferous 
Volks is nothing new to 
Miss 
Vitek. Since she bought her car 
lour years ago, she
 has pin 
striped it. decaled it and put 
stain glass windows on it. 
"It's a fun car to do stuff to. 





you've got to have 
something 










By Gary Galiotto 
















advantage  is 
th,ct  the 









torians say is the originator ol 
the decorated free, should 
see 
the 
selection  available to 
valley residents. 
A short  ride






the holiday mood by 
breathing  
in crisp,
 clean mountain air 
Idled with the pleasing scent 
ol nearby pines.
 
However, there's one 
catch  
to this 
great  opportunity, 
and 
that is time. The 
tree "trek" 
should begin at least two or 
three weeks bet ire
 Christmas 
to obtain the best selection. 




 for the trip. A 
heavy 
coat, some 
boots and gloves 
are absolute necessities. 
Oft 
Highway  17, on the way 
to Santa 
Cruz. many small 
roads posted with 
signs give 
directions to different "tree 
ranches." But,  it the driver 
should lose his 
way,
 he merely 
has to look for cars with hr 
trees in their trunks and he's 
tin the right
 track. 
The trip's highlight is 
the  
pleasant drive
 along the 
twisting 





valley. It the "smog 
level" is 





mountain ranges in the dis-
tance.  
Once in the 
mountains, 
travelers should be prepared 
for a wide variety of trees from 
which to choose. Many ran-
ches like the "Four Winds" in 




I I  





raps  on 
football  
Continued from page 
 Dr. Bunzel strayed from 
giving his opinion of student 
government




impressionistic feeling that 
I he 
great  many of people could 
care less what happens in 
student government." 
 In a lighter moment he 
said he hoped the 
Washington  
Redskins would play in the 
lanuary Superbowl. 
Bet
 ore the 
"rap"  session 







 wanted the 
meeting
 to be 
on
















the session oll the record 
However, when this 
reporter put 
on
 his coat to 
leave. Bunzel interrupted.
 
"I. no one 
misinterpret
 
this. I not against having it 
on the ri ord," 
he said. 
An addi vote was not 
taken but this reporter was 
allowed to stay and report. 
Bonzet
 said the reason for 
having it oil the record would 
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2961263
 







 questions without fear 





 Silver Tip. 
Spruce, Scotch Pine and the 
Ponderosa Pine. 






per  loot tor 
trees over 
six feet. Most ranches provide 
saws
 at no extra cost. 




regulations regarding which 
trees can be cut must be 
'allowed. 
The "ecology 
minded" should remember 
most ranches require that 
part 
of the tree trunk remain intact, 
and that












and  is 
pointed  to 
the location











































































today at 7 




 on the third 
level 




President, Ruth Leonard'. 
The purpose 
is for students 













 Who do we 
want to sup-
port'? 
 Should we 
run a student 


































































































Fri  Night 















STARRING GERRY CLARK 







NIGHTS  A 
WEEK 
WED THRU
 SAT 6 to 1 p.m 
VINTAGE




Live on Color 
TV 













' "--- -----  -r r    
intinygames  












 n things created by Constance MucKenzie in art gallery 
Gems 
suit  








 now on 
dis-
play in 
the  Art Building's
 
small 





































painter  ol 
































































 Ilse St Fran 
*cis Hotel beginning 
at
 10 30  rri 
*Take Bayshore 
Freeway  to 
Army  St 
exit
 and follow 
signs 
Students diacourif tickets are 
ailable at Ina Theater Arts Sudden 
ox Office on 
Campus 
*************i 
degree. She now designs and 
niakes jewelry for her Iriends 
and 'amity. 
Ideas  for herdesigns depend 
on the  personality ol the 
wearer, the 
type  of metal and 
stones used. "Even line 
drawings can give you an idea 
tor a design:. Mrs. Mackenzie 
said.  
The jewelry ranges tram 
massive in 
size  to extremely 
delicate. An opal ring set in 
gold Mr Mrs. 
MacKenzie's  
husband is one of her larger 
pieces. The ring is meant to be 
worn on the pinkie linger so 
the design extends down the 
outside  of the ring. 
Since her husband is an avid 
tie tack wearer, Iwo ol Mrs. 
MacKenzie's pieces are tie 
tacks. One is a small silver 
seahorse done in line detail. 
The 
other  is an over -sized 
ltumble bee. 
"My husband is 
It
 5- and wears large pieces 
well,  Mrs. Mackenzie 
explained.
 
She also does unusual
 
things such as a diamond. 
ruby and sapphire ring I hal is 
worn 
on both the ring and pin-
kie 
linger. 










Capp  pi the
 
Santa Clara Valley 
Boys 
(-horns, the Opaterny Ballet 
and Yer Basic Phantasy Com-




 De Anza 
College. Showlime will be 
7:30, Wednesday, December 
ZO.
 For kels I all I 
 
1 
13355mmmni  2200 EE:pp. HFPp A 44:410205 AsSAA $ 1 
. 











10 sheets in 
each  of 




































the upper and 
lower 
finger with a 
gold  chain like 
piece 









varies  arum piece 
to 
piece.
 Some are ornate
 such as 







































































































































































 and you 








isn't up today." 
Eagan 













 They  
ii 
express
 a lot li 
'pill
 
they didn i has it, but 
I. 
iiN 
hall all the time and inorrN 
about tenure.- Eagan said. 
What
 really bothers Eagan
 
now as instructors
 dress for 
























































today  about the
 use 
of secrecy














 They don't 






II all comes to 
a head in 
"Rage.-  George C. Scott's 
latest picture 
in which he 
doubles 
as




spread his talent so 
thin. 
If he wanted to improve the 
movie he could 





 to pain 
By Stephanie Curtis 
"Strange 
him  is the title 
sung
 
at a newly released 
album by Billie that she lought  
to have recorded because it so 
vividly portrayed the pain of 
being 
black.  
the sum of her experiences 
molded a 
woman who fought 
to record the songs she loved 
and against 
the racism that 
kept her from buying a home 
even alter she was 
acclaimed  








 record "Strange 
Fruit.- 
They
 said "it's too in-






 the only company 
then recording solely jazz.
 
recorded
 the song. 
Though the song 
never 
became a national hit it 
remains one id 
the most 
moving songs ever dime on 
Blackness. 
The other songs on the 
album were 
recorded  when 
Billie was singing 
at
 her best. 
The 
voice  is strong and clear 
still unmarred by heroinethat 
eventually ruined
 her voice 
and 
finally
 look her lile. 
Songs like 
"Embraceable  
You" and "I'll Get By" are sung 
tenderly, 
each




111111,1 .1 soup and I elllikeS I 
with
 her magnificent 
phrasing. 
Several cuts on the album 
have never 
been issued before 
lake "Lover Come Back to Me-
e salt, sexy number. Each time 
she did a song it was different. 
As Billie said about her music. 
"I can't sing the same song the 
same way
 two
 nights in 
succession. If you can then it 
ain't music.-




sang about love it was usually 
sail but always truthful.
 In 
"Billies Blues." a song 
she 
wrote, she 
sings about men 
loving her tor her 
money, her 
looks or being tunny. 
Ballads 
like "My Old Flame -
and 
"As Time Goes 
By" are 
balanced by 
upbeat  numbers 
like "On 
the Sunny Side 
of the 
Street" and 






is the band backing 
Billie up. There are some nice 
solos but 
they never 
overpower  Billies songs. 
Hearing 
Billie  is an 
experience
 all it's own. Every 
song, every lyric she
 poured 
her soul into. The album is a 
lilting memorial to her 
greatness.  
Calendar 






16  SNAIL 
SUN 
 DEC 17 
 CHILDHOODS
 END 











FRI  DEC 22 & 23  
DAILY  BRED 
WED  DEC 27 & 28 * STONEGROUND * 
30 














badly needed. .1 he 





night...as a summer 
replacement.
 
The film would be a good 
sedative for 
insomniacs.  It 




Sometimes it didn't seem 
worth staying fur
 the end. 
But it had Scott. a gate' 
drawer to be 
sure.  so it won't 
remain anonymous, just 
disappointing. 
Scull played the 
lather  ut a 
young boy who is stricken 
with an incurable disease 
caused by a leaking cannister 
ol the Army's nerve gas. Scott 
is also allected
 but his 
symptoms don't show Mr 
several days. 
Both he and his son are 
placed under hospital 
observation
 and tended by 
doctors interested not so much 
in curing the patient as in sup-
pressing I Ile 
liifit 
Army s blunder. 
By
 some strange twist of 
tale. the Public Health
 Service 
was
 married to the Army and
 
was willing to 
whitewash  the 
news 
to save lace for the 
generals. 
Official concern fur "protec-
ting- the 
















Army but he was continuously 





 clears his 
head, the 
shock  ol his son's 
death catches ham oil 
balance
 
and he traps oil into a frenzied 
world at 
spi'etul  death and 
destruction. 
Scull had 






 kept in check by the 
limitations of the story.
 
Maybe he realized il just 
































 only in 
a 
designated  area called
 the 



















 it they 
were
 
wearing pants. Now I 
suppose  
they 









culture  ot the limes.
 "It 
was simply em 
man's world." 
"Once
 during the 30's. I saw 
the Dean ill Women 
stop a 
pregnant woman from 




college girls wouldn't get 
any ideas." 
Eagan explained. 
And if a man was working as 
a first grade
 teacher, nurse m 





 the good old days.
 
I homes W. 
McQuarrie was 
president at SISU
 and ruled 
the students 











 lice to see 
him. you 
never















 approve. II 
you 
had  the guts to tell
 him he 
was 



















































































































TROPICAIRE  II 







































really  like his Tobias Trousers... 
with the smooth, 








flannel or double 























































the  coach 
and  
players











press  box 
early  and 
wait  at the 
locker room





chasing  the 

























 are set up 













decides  to 
walk  





 and brawn. how on earth
 does she









writers, I heard of one 
somewhere  




tidbits  as 
covering
 





 Or posting schedules.
 
Discrimination




















































by "Who the 
hell 
wants  






















towards  a sport, women
 
should




some  of 
the
 -big kid-











 or can 































































 it pro sports.
 
They











players.  both 
on and off 
the  field. 
Sure tans 
care
 how many 
home runs a 
player cracks














where  the 
women  writers 











 on male 
athletes.  
Face
 it. a fella 
will








are the kinds 
ol
 stories tans 
want  to read. 
They
 want to 
see 





to read stories 
like
 these, but they




the  English 
language.
 not the 
jock  talk most 
men  writers are 
accustomed
 to. 
Gals  can handle 
it
 and a lew are out
 to pros e il. Star
 University 
of Texas football
 players Ernie 
and Ted Kily 
have




 Caine finally 
argued her 
way  into NI.W 
York Giants -
New York
 Met s exhibition
 game during 
the 1970 season. 
She writes a 
column  tor the 
"Football 
News.-
 a weekly 
publication 
during the 




write  what the fans want to 
























 can't get out 


































The  boat shifts with 
your
 
weight as you 
move
 to trim the 
main
-sail.  
Sounds like a commercial 
tor Old Spice, doesn't it? 
Actually it's the feeling tine 
experiences 
when he's sailing: 
and not necessarily lor the 
first time, 
So now you've decided 
you 




 the San lose 
Stale University SailingClub? 
"Most ol the members are 
non -sailors.- said Vail Ruberg, 
hostess and member 'that's 
right girls) ol the club. 
IIi, 
.111b  IS .1 good place to 
start because you 
meet  people 
who 






the club."Theclub is open 
to 
all SISU 
students  and their 
The dues, ordinarily six 
dollars per 
semester,  are only 
four 
dollars  this semester,
 and 
are 
used to defer the cost  of 
boat rental
 and other 
expenses. The 
Sailing Club 
meets  every other
 Wednesday 
in the








 you already 
know 
how to sail.
 or as El new 
member,  you want 
to





 do you 
do then? 
There's the 
SISU  sailing 
team. 
(Which  just happens
 to 
be 
part of the 
sailing  club.' 
Wrestling



















Spartans  will 
host  San 
Diego State 
University  Friday 




meet  ut the season, 
Saturday.
 the Spartans will 
wrestle Hayward
 State at 5:30 
p.m. 
alter
 the visiting Aztecs 
have their shot 
at Hayward at 
2 p.m. Both matches will be 
held in the Women's Gym. 
Olen ,iit et 






meet  the 











Admission  to all 



























'I town will 
travel
 to the 
East-West 
Nationals  in 











 the parallel bars 
and horizontal
 bars while 
I orlon 
rain






Sweeney  garnered 
a 
second








eeney  with a 
+mond in the 
parallel bars. 
Guinn 
linished  first 
with 
9.55 in vaulting. 
The event is open too io 
those gymnasts having a nine 





meets. Each competil or will be 
placed on either the 
East
 or the 
West squad 
depending  on his 
school's geographic location. 
"This meet will show us how 
Barnwell reacts to national 
competition.'




coach. "Also, he will 
make
 
his name well known among 
top 









Barnwell  will 
participate


























rod  - we can save
 you 
money  
























Also  you can 
continue 
your 
coverage  after you're
 out
 of school. 
We 
feel that 































On the final 
day of the 
chino:, 

















perlormers  will 
he
 doing their 
best, 
but  they will be 
up 
against some  
of the 
toughest  
competition  they 






Rookie coach Terry Kerr's 
club is led by several outstan-





 He finished second 
last week in the Doc Peterson 
Invitational 'tournament 
(Chico State) and was cham-
pion of SISU's
 Invitational 
two weeks ago. 














 in the matches in-
clude 118 -pound Dan Kidic 
undeleated in exhibit
 ion mat - 






 in his lirst 
match.
 
team co -captain coach
 




 of SISU In-
vitational,























 Jr., a 13 
1/2 loot center 
board boat. 
"The center












participant in sailing. 
The 
"Frs."  as they 
are  called, 
are
 a two man 
boat  consisting 
of the helmsman,





 the lace and
 a 
crewman, 
who is used 
to shift 
weight 
anti  trim the sails. 
SISLI







 regattas in the 
Fl
 
division  with 1 112 
points.  
The team with
 the lowest 
score wins 
the regatta with the 
scoring as follows: first 
place -
3/401
 a point, 
second -2 points, 
third --3 
points  and so on. The 
SISU
 team has 
laced 
competition  from 
schools like 
Stanford. 
Cal, San Francisco 
State
 and (1C -Santa Cruz. 
The other
 class is 
the 
Sheild's,
 a 32 
foot
 
keel  boat. 




 lead. The crew 
is made-up 
ot a helmsman who 
is used 




 who decides 
the 
tactics the boat 
will  use during 
the race. He 
essentially  runs 
the boat during













 milord in the 
semi-fisoftnal 
of the Douglas Cup 
Eliminations.  
The typical sailing course is 
tri-angular 
with  different legs 
of the race run either with the 
wind or against it. and the 
finishes are usually no more 
than two to three seconds 
apart between participants. 
The sailing team is finan-
cially separate from the 
Sailing Club, and receives no 




"The school (SISU) has been 
against it (the 
sailing -club)
 




team  member. 
"Most schools have school 
support." 
"Right now 
we're  on the road 
to the Nationals,
 but if we 
have no 
money,  it'll be im-
possible." said McMurray. 
Bill, as an  Olympic 
participant,
 was a crewman 
for a boat that 
went
 to the 
Olympic trials only to be 
eliminated in the 
finals. 'nu. 
boat was in the 22 fool 
Tempest 
class.  
-I think where 
you  have 
faculty members (Cal)
 and 
alumni (USC, UCLA) who 
have the boats, money, anti 
interest, they get the backing,' 
said Lewis. 
"We won the NorCal in 1968 
and 
1969 with a borrowed 
boat," added Simkins. 

















Illurkelf., Nif in. 






















call  for 











COMPLETE  WATER  
BED  
Mattress, pad, linei, stained 
vialnut frame. King or 
Queen size only $35.00. 















Creek  Blvd. 


















lumor guard David 
Hokyo 
didn't score 
until the last 
minute





San  lose 
State  
University to 
eight  straight 
points 
and  a 82-75 victory 
over
 
the  Nevada -Reno Wolf 
Pack in 
a non
-conference  basketball 
game 




Spartans  are now 
5-1 
and it 





 miserable free 
throw 
shooting  that kept 
the 
Woll Pack in 
the game as they 
missed 




 of the 
game. 
junior guard Eric Saulny 
kept the Spartans in the game 
as he scored 
seven points in 
the last six minutes. Saul,', 
ended the night with 14 points. 
Marvin Buckley. a 
6 -foot 4. 
junior guard tor the Wolf Pack 
led all scorers 
with 26 points. 
The win lor SISU was well 
earned as they faced much a 
taller Nevada -Reno team. 





Don Orndorlf hauled in 
1410 
lead all rebounders.
 He also 
pumped in 17 points as did 
lohnnie Skinner 
to pace the 
Spartans 
scoring. 




 blitzed the 
Wolf Pack 
in the first hall for 
14 straight points to take a 29-
17 lead with 
10:02  left in the 
halt. 
However,  Nevada Reno 
didn't
 fold. 
With  4:51 
remaining in the tit 
St
 half they 
trailed by an 11 point margin. 
This lime they turned the 
tables on SIM) by rushing for 




The key to the Spartana first 
hall was 
Saulny.
 He entered 
the game with over 13 minutes 
to go in the first hall and 
helped the Spartans 
force 
Nevada -Reno in numerous 
turnovers. 
The big 
factor that kept the 
Wolf Pack in contention in the 
lirst
 hall was Buckley
 who 
pumped 
in 17 points. 
Skinner paced SISU with 10 























 with game 
lime set
 for 8. The 
Spartans 
will
 then take 

















 a clash 
with  
Santa 
Clara  Dec. 
28
 at 8 p.m. 













 touch last 
night in a 
65-51 loss to the 
St. Mary's 
lorsh. It 
was the Spartababes 
first 
loss of the  
season.  
515011112)
 - %ebb 8- I - 
Skinner 8-1-17: 
haulm 
2-11-14.  Dockery 
3-0-13.  Orndorll 
7.3-17. 
Hukyo  141-2. Adkins 
3-2-8: 
kleauchnuin 3.1-7






 8.10-28. Harris 
5-1-11:  Reynolds 1-
2-4 Padgett 











all  Ili, 
post-sert,,,,  
bowl games 
for football, it will 
be 
encouraging this 
year  to 
find that 
the  NCAA will 
inaugarate
 the first Senior 

















































 STEREO TAPE 8 CASSETTE CARTRIDGES 













la 7 P.M. 



























































































NI. is a 2 1- year -old 







Years ol hassling with con-
doms and Einko 
loam,  she has 
decided to go on birth control 
pills. 
Sue R. is Ili years old. She is 
virgin. She's away
 from 
home or the lirs1 lime, living 
in a campus dorm, and wants 
to go on the pill. 
Martha B. is 24, a graduate 
student. and has been taking 
the pill tor three years. During 
that
 time, she has gained 15 
pounds and sutlers extreme 
periodic depression. She is 
seeking an alternative to the 
pill. 
'these Ihree San lose State 
University 
students, like 
thousands at coeds across
 the 
country.
 are coming to terms 




(littering lite styles and sexual 
relationships,  all three share 
one common predicament: 
they
 want sex, but are not 


































the  SISU 
student
 who 








control  center 
operates  




 Ninth and 
San Carlos streets. 
First
 organized last year. the 
SISU clinic began 
dispensing  
contraceptives this semester. 
'the center now advises some 
60 coeds a 
week,  conducts 
three two-hour birth control 
rap sessions, and holds two 
actual clinics per
 week for 
examination and instruction. 
Contraceptive  education is a 
major part ot clinic operation 
at the
 center. 
Every girl who 
receives  pills 
or is fitted lor a diaphragm is 
required to attend one two-
hour rap session on birth
 con-
trol methods and use. 
The raps are coed, in-
lormative and,  perhaps most 
important ot all, informal. 
Conducted by center -trained 
volunteers, the sessions are 
.open to non -students. Men are 
encouraged 
to attend. 
The drop -in rap sessions are 
scheduled three times a week. 
Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m., 
Thursday Irom 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30
 p.m.. and Friday from 1 to 
3 
p.m.  
At a recent Friday afternoon 
rap, some 15 people gathered 
in Room 207 of the Health 
Center. Most ot the 
participants were female, but 




known only as left and Andy. 
spent a 
full
 two hours 
explaining 
various  methods of 
birth controLvenerealdisease.
 
abortion and sterilization. 
They also gave a step by step 
description
 of the clinic 








The volunteers explain the 
basic  idea in birth controlto 
keep the egg and sperm from 
getting 
togetherand  then 
describe and demonstrate 
various chemical,  mechanical, 




 concern in the 
rap 
session  is to help the 
person considering birth con-
trol understand 
different  
types  of contraceptives and 
choose a method 
that  will be 
benelicial to her sexual needs. 
A large part of 
the dis-
cussion 
at Friday's rap 
centered around the ad-
vantages and 
disadvantages 
at birth control pills, and 
several girls 
voiced specific 
questions about weight gain, 
possible blood 




that most birth control 
pills 
taken today have a 
lower  dose 
of synthetic 
hormones  than 
the 
original pills, with side 
effects
 not as pronounced as 
they were a few years ago. 
At the end 
of
 the two-hour 
rap. members
 of the group 
were
 encouraged to make ap-








 clinics are 
conducted 
Monday and
 Tuesday from 
5 
to 9 
p.m.  in Room 
201 of the 
Health 








coed  who 
goes  tor 
birth control prescription can 
expect to spend Iwo hours at 
the clinic. Most ol 
this will be 
spent in pre -exam 
interviewing and taking 
weight and blood pressure 
measurement. 
Upon arriving at the 
clinic,  
each woman is given a packet 
at
 medical history lorms to 
complete and return
 to the 
receptionist. A pre -exam 
interview is then conducted in 
private with a clinic volunteer. 
The interviewer completes 
medical 
forms  and asks any 
questions concerning the 
patient's menstrual cycle, 
medical background or 
previous birth control 
experience that may be neces-
sary tor the examining doctor. 
Following this interview, 
the medical examination 
begins. Each girl 
is
 weighed. 
given a blood pressure test, 
and taken to one of several 
examination rooms.
 At this 
point, a registered nurse 
working with the clinic 
explains what will be done 
during the course of the doc-
tor's exam. 
Several private physicians 
participate in 
the  SISU clinic. 
The doctor discusses briefly 
with the patient her menstrual 
history, then asks which birth 
control method she
 has chosen 
and  why. He 
explains  the 
procedure 











exam,  a 
pap 
smear  to 
detect 










It the woman has chosen to 
use a diaphragm. she is 
measured and titled for the 
device 
and  a diaphragm cream 
and jelly are prescribed.
 
The woman who has chosen 
to take birth control pills then 






 pills and 
answers  any last minute ques-
tions the woman may have 
about 
their use. 
For the woman who receives 
pills, the entire cost ot the 
clinic will be $8. which in-
cludes a $3.50 examination fee 
and a three-month supply of 
pills. 
Cost at a diaphragm, cream 
or jelly and the medical exam 
is also
 $8. 
It the woman wishes to buy 
a supply of non -prescriptive 
contraceptives until
 she 
begins taking her pills, she 
may purchase condoms or con-
traceptive  loam at that time. 
Alter making her purchases, 
and paying her tees with the 
clinic receptionist.
 the SISU 
woman can leave the center. 
Equipped with her con-
traceptives, well-informed
 as 
to their use, and just a little bit 
relieved, she has come one step 
closer to understanding 




























Students observe Dr. 






 new youth  post 
James Beall, 
A.S.  housing 
director,
 is the only 
applicant,  
so tar, I or the newly
-created 
youth advisory 
position  on the 
San lose Planning 
Com-
mission, 









President john H. Bunzel 
will soon have a home away
 
Irmo home 
anti a place to lodge 









Avant Garde poetess Diane 
Di 
Prima  will be the guest 
at an 
open poetry reading 
tonight at 
7:30 in the 




Those who have signed to 
read
 their poetry tonight will 





























 to replace 
the 
extension  services office, 
which has 









 214). according to 
a sign in front 
of
 Building X. 
Byron Bollinger,  
superintendent ot buildings 
and grounds, wasn t sure how 
long construction would take. 
Shirty 





qualifications for the 
position. 
Mrs. 
Yaeger  said: "He's
 a 
pretty sharp 
person."  But she 
stressed that the Youth Com-
mission 
is
 actively seeking 
turther applicants. 
She said that because at a 
lack at publicity about the 
opening. the deadline tor ap-
plications has been extended 
from yesterday to 
an.
 2. 





 the Youth 




number is 292-2404. 
'the Youth 
Commission  will 
interview  the applicants on 
Ian. 3 and make 
their  selection. 




 to the San lose 

























by La Quits Baldock 
"When I tell my daughter we're having
 Tv 
dinners, she says WOW," said Dr. Rose Y. L. 
Tseng, who teaches Nutrition and  Chinese 
Cooking extension
 classes on campus. 
'She heard about them from her grade -
school friends. We have them very, very 
seldom. She thinks at them as treats. She 
especially likes their 'fun' tin pans." 
However.  Dr. Tseng's students prefer her 
more traditional Chinese 
cooking. 
Free-lance artist, Ron Wagner who took Dr. 
lseng's class, thinks the food is great. "Ron has 
really gone all out. He works at home and fixes 
his own lunch. And everyday he has Chinese 
I nod," said his wife Mary, who also took Dr. 
tseng's class. 
Mrs. Wagner. a 
toll -time
 student and home 
economics major, says the class has changed 
her cooking of American food too. "I find I don't 
cook
 my vegetables as long anymore. And I like 
to use the stir -try method more frequently," 
Mrs. Wagner added. 
In her 
classes Dr. Tseng tries to familiarize 
students with the basic Chinese methods of 
cooking; frying, steaming and the all-im-
portant preparation
 of food. 
"A good Chinese cleaver is the most basic 
necessity. Dr. Tseng added, "In good Chinese 
cooking, you slice
 very thin." 
She noted that betore attempting Chinese
 
cooking, students should acquire a taste 
knowledge at
 Chinese food. 











































munications  Group 
at a date 





each year by 
the acting and 
directing 








 regional, and 
finalists
 are then 










Irom each ol two 
plays, chosen 
to display his 
flexibility
 as an 
actor. 
Chinese restaurants. Around here there's not 
one which stands out in both food and service. 
Most of the good ones are too 
Americanized.  
"Some food, if you know how to order, is 
good," said Dr. Tseng, who was born in China. 
Dr. Tseng, who received her degree in 
chemistry at the University of 
California.  has 
been teaching at San lose State University two 
and one-half 
years.
 She attended college for 
two years in Taiwan before coming to 
America. 
This semester
 she's also teaching chemistry 
at San lose City College, in addition to her 
SISU classes. 
"I've always
 liked cooking,  but there's no 
university degree in it," 
she said. 
"I use the demonstration method, mainly 
because we have only one set of facilities.,, one 
stove, one sink. It would 
be great if we had 
access to more kitchens," she continued. 
The 
students  study the recipies before each 
class and several assist 
Dr.  Tseng with the 
preparation and the cooking. 
"The Chinese 
Cooking
 class is usually one of 
the very first classes to close." 
according to 
Irene 
Rodeheaver,  assistant director of exten-
sion services. 
This semester there were so 
many  ap-
plicants, the section 
was  split into two classes. 
Students Maureen Sullivan and 
Virginia  
Shaefer have taken both of Dr. Tseng's classes 
(Nutrition and 
Chinese  Cooking) and 
recommend them highly, even 
though  they 
learned nothing
 




























 on San lose's 














 at 7 p.m.. 







 in the 
Instructional 
Media  Center in 
the 
main  building. 
"The  whole 
meeting  is to 
decide 






to a teacher in 
the 
district,







association  of 
Berryessa
 district 
will  present 
an 
alternate  plan. 
The  idea of 
year-round school is 
unaccep-












 of a 
district' 






round school, according to this 
source. 
Overcrowding  in the
 
schools puts 
pressure  on the 
district 
to go year round. 
About 400 
children  in the 
Berryessa district are
 now on 
double 
session,  according to 
the
 teacher. A sign 
in front of 
Berryessa School says: 
"This  
school district 
is on partial 
double sessions." 
Ruskin  School, in 
the 
Berryessa




session  since last 





 will go 
year-
round next I 
uly,  and, ac-
cording lathe teacher,
 will be 
the first
 school district in 
the 
area, and
 perhaps in the
 state, 






 object to 
the 
change  in their 
lite-style 
year-round  school would 
torce, according to the teat:her. 
Other districts in the area 
have rented 
portable  class-
rooms on a 
large scale to in-




On Tuesday the Berryessa 
School District issued a 
"Fact  
Sheet" to parents of 
pupils  in 
the district,
 outlining the dis-
trict's phenomenal
 growth 




 1970 to 
7,344 in September. 1972, an 
increase 




enrollment  for 
next September is 8,800, 
which 
would  he another 17 per 
cent increase 
over this year. 
the tact sheet
 said. 
"Next ball, with 
the  addition 
ol 
Cherry  wood 
Elementary  
School,
 the dist rid will 
be able 
to
 house 7,540 pupils 
on a 
single













the 1973-74 school year.)", ac-
cording to the fact sheet. 
"It the District does in fact 
have 8,600 pupils next fall 
with housing tor 7,540 it 
means there will be a shortage 
of classrooms tor 1.060 pupils. 
"II these I.060 children are
 
placed on double session it 
means that they will share 
classrooms
 with another 1.060 
children which results in a 
total  number at children
 on 
tlouble 





"This means that in 
the  fall 
at
 1973 all first, second, and 
third graders would be on 
double session.- the tact sheet 
said.
 
The tact sheet concludes:
 
"The
 Board ot Trustees 
will 
hear


































































































































































Dill  Not 
A consideration to establish 
the San lose 
State University 
campus as a -priority 
planning  
area.- 
though dropped at Mon-
day al ternoon's 
weekly city 
council 
session.  is expected 
to 
have
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 accord' n 








kelt a eirlIriond in stank.% 





























 4;1 .  
: filo n 
  In 
Fi.Iis

























 be lett at the 
Omhuilleta  






 Applied hfilenues and




tit 4 p ni In the 
C. t I Iiminhum 
Room. tor





 to aftend Pied. 
contact Dean
 Huramen at 277-2tieb.
 
B ENEFIT DANCE. ti. 
ii
 
p.m. on Dec. 2' 









lor nl ormat inn. 
SEE 
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   






















































Food Supplements (Instant 
Protein  
vellum. vas E. Calcium etc I 
Homo Cleaners (Basic H. L, etc 
Beauty Aids (Pit:Remind Shampoo etc 
John
 & Mary Rhoades 297-3806 








sociated Students Planning 
Association (ASPAi and the 
utt-campus formulated  Cam-






Alumni Board ol Directors. 
chosen to voice the con-
sideration 
before city council 
said the issue would most 
likely be taken up in the ery 
near









'which include ASPA under 
director lay Marder,  CCIA 
under president. Mike 
McDonald and actively by 
several members of
 the A.S. 
Councill---didn't think they 
could put it together 
meaninglully alter their 
Saturday  
meeting
 prior to 
Monday's city council 
meeting,- said Self. 
The campus
 area priority 
planning proposal would also 
investigate  and 
advise






















added  that 
the 
campus 














Dept. -Fair today with 
suille 
high clouds 






 high at SISU 
will  be 57. 
tonight's 
low will drop to 44.
 
Today's
 winds will be 
light 
and from the 
northwest. For 
Friday
-Cloudy  with rain by 
noon, lasting into 
Saturday. 
Periods at rain 
through Tues-
day ol next 
week,  with another 
cold 
wave possible by 
midweek,  bringing more 
snow
 




 the Sierras lor 
Friday will lie
 5-7.000 lee. 
dropping 










































the subject ol street 
closure, relerring to 
the 
segments
 ol San Carlos and 
South Ninth 
streets on the 
campus. 
Sell said he viewed the up-
coming
 campus priority con-
sideration as a possible boost 
tor -co-op" low-cost housing 
units. 
lie said the Bank
 of America 
had already shown an interest 
to financially help the campus 
community construct some 
student low-cost housing. 
"The bank was
 uttering to 
underwrite some tunds tor co-
up student housing which 












































































tidally from the 
city.  
Sell 
said  that 
Sandy  Get 
ru.  
planning  director
 I& San lose,
 
has shown a 
willingness
 to 
work with the 
local conipus 

















until  same 
time
 Monday. 





























WATERSEDS 1525 W San 
Carlos 
S J. 204-1455 (Just West of 













service.  accessories. 
friendly 





CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE 
organization
 meets Thurs 130 PMin 














for  the 




 Grant Director 
Phone 241.1776
 
it no IMMO, 
286-8917
 






 S heel) Call 








MONEY  50011  IS 5150.00 





$4 00 NOW -72 COUPONS 
EXPIRES 
JUNE 
1 1973 -GET YOURS
 
NOW
-SPARTAN  BOOKSTORE THE 
MONE,BOOK GIVES 
YOU  ONE MEAL 
FREE
 WHEN  YOU BUY YOUR SECOND 
MEAL 
AMER FAMILY 
STEAK  HOUSE.3i 
KY FRIED
 CHICKEN 
EL LAS RESTAURANT 
ROUND  TABLE 













































































































FOR  THE 
PRICE  OF 
ONE  MONTHI
 










































































dance  to 












Teble  & 





























or Gary at 293-9320 











'59BUO  EYE SPRITE.
 Real
 
sharp  rollbar, 
hardtop,  new 
tires, mass 
koni  shoe' 
robe












































 1500 GT needs engine 
work Good fiberglass tires and wide 
rims 
All
 lor $60 
265-6606 
11 FORD ECONOLINE PICKUP good 
cond Good gas mileage Only $275 Call 
266-1296 Eves or 
Weekends  
FOR SALE 65 Rambler Ambassador
 4 
door
 sedan Call 293-7886 eves 7-930 
P 






70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Red good 
con-
dition ice non tent inuat Sell beat offer 
1099116 
'55 






 247-1504 after 5 
'61 PLY. Runs
 
good $100 Also 
4-S0d  
trans w 




















BEGS  Yin 
yang
 Water
 Ewa Co 





















Ave  . 
Downtown  



















Sales and SerinGe 
Discount on 
pans and 








ARE YOU STILL PAYING




































































































 E. San 
Fernando





THE  PISCEAN 3, S 
411.1 SI i t block 
n,Frth









































 welsuits 2S40273 
DYNACO FM -5 TUNER KIT. 
Unworn.
 












 IS A 
FUR 






































































cards  and thank 






































will be returned 
unharmed
 Allow one week
 for delivery 
Palace
 Trading Co 





 Enclose .2 50 
 55t 
sales  tax 
SAVE THIS AD.





Check bus for discount 
pnces on Teac Same,
 Pioneer. Dual etc 
We guarantee San Jose 
State students 
the lowest 
prices available in the entire
 
bay area 










in 1 day  
$5 
Terrific
 gift idea 
SUPER SHOT 353 
Meridian 293-5884 
EDGARS TROPIOUARIUM & GIFT 
SHOPPE.
 406 San Antonio 
Si



















 and hi ft 
equipment 
Savings  from 30% to 40% 
on 





 Scott Pioneer etc  
Cail 998-1588 
NEW TOOLS
-WOOD  LATHE 
36" 
LONG $22 WOOD 
LATHE  4 FT LONG 
$45
 
TABLE SAW $65 
JOINTER  $40 
BELT SANDER
 S25 BROOKS
 80E SAN 
FERNANDO
 PHONE 















water Excellent tot 
drinking 
and COOSIng I especially for babies 
edd  
SPeCial





photography irons canaries. 
travel trailers. etc 2 yr guarantee Dis-
tributor 266-5286 








tings macrame weaving,  
leather.
 




OPEN Mon -Sat 11 30 am -6 pm 66 E Sen 
Fernando S J 292-1567 Just 2 blks from 
SJS library 
TV-PANASONIC 19" UHF 








 Gail Helen 
297-6023 
COKE machine Antique -good
 working 





HARD TO FIND -old jewelry. 
crocks. 
baskets beaded bags pocket knives. 
lamps.
 GIOCks books, records. 
kit  uten-
sils pict frames, 
mirrore,  
plants,  
bicycles  furniture, eppliances,  
hardware toms 
camping equip
 You'll be 
nappy
 you 
found the LOST 
FLEA 
MARKET














spot and am, meters
-excellent con-
dition S85 Call Mike
 2594959 
DYNACO   
AMP 
(Model  701 
Preamp
 IPas 31























familiar?  When 
career  
positions
 arc so 
competitive.
 would 
it be to your
 ad-
vantage



















few  such 















 round working 












nec. It's easy 
beam  even higher
 income. 
Over 50% of our 





lut  year. You 
must  have 
a valid drivers 
license,  insurance, good
 
running car 
Working hours are 
3-9  PM 
and 8.30 
AM

















 & do 
P.R. 
work Send












FULL OR PART 
TIME.  Men & women 
drivers 
Mon. Wed. Fri 
and Toes Thurs. 
Sat . Sun 1 00 pm to 
6.30 pm & 10. am to 
6 30 pm. 30 per




 Ice Cream 
Co. 358 No, 
Montgomery







free camera & hire student discounts. 
group rates 1415 The 
Alameda,  S.J. 11 
AM -12 PM Class 
















 as a long-
time 
companion




moom& beard tO girl over 
18 Very nice
 apt Call Robert
 Hall at 298-
3208 after




Let the Spartan Daily's mislay Campus 
















different  goals 
& different 
approaches.  












 of Sight 




We will ask 













 & MARY 




















































































































































































































































Safe  and quiet. 
99 S 9th also 278 S 
10th St Phone 295-
E514 or 295-8526 
MARRIED  COUPLES 
Large 2 








 pool to 
blk SJSU. 





 486S. 5thill 256-0944
 
LARGE 





Recreation  room, 
swim. pool. 
620 So. 9th St SJ $130. 
Studios $100 
FREE ROOM 
I BOARD tea 
girl over 18 
as a companion 
to a handicapped 
in-
vididual Very nice 
apt. Call Robert Hall at 
298-3208 
abler
























FURN.  STUDIO 
APT.  °Wet girl. 
Utilities 
pd. No gar. 
Ctn.  dep. 251 S. 14th St 
LARGE 2 & 3 
Sr
 .2 bath. AEK,  carpets. off 
St 
PC, pool. 4 
Mks
 
to camp. Study at-
mosphere 470S.
 11th St 01 287-7590.  
LARGE APTS. 2 trorm. 2 bath. turn 
NOW 
5150 See at SOBS 1 lth St 298-8045 





 next to campus 
$84  
rno . clean non-smoker
 275-0596 
FELLOWS W.O. area $45/rno 




 Residence  House
-inside 




 52050085k Near 
Univ., So 11th St 293-7374. 
FOR RENT -2 bedroom furnished 
epanment near the campus Room for 4 
students





ROOM wnilt pro. Non-smolter. 5 bike to 
WS. Large quiet clean $65/mo 
287-3125
 
before noon is best time 
LARGE  1 bdrm. 









 1786 The Alameda
 293-6377. 




 540 So 
61h  & 617 So 
6th 
MOD. FURN, APT. C 516 frm campus 
vew carpet in living rin 1 bdrrn 5140 Wtr. 
8 Orb Inc Quiet No pets Avail Jan 
1st.  









 1 bdrin 













APTS, for rent 













 Fein Inmate wanted ASAP by 


















230 E San Salvador 
across  from SJSU 
Call 294-6028 or 294-8758 Ask for 















 turn S135/mo. 
Call  anytime 293-
4218 
or 294-6028 
Ask  for J.B 
or
 Mr. Lee, 
NEW STUDIO 












 1 bdrm. apt. 
Parking. 2 Mks. 
from
 










apt  tor rent -5 
blks
 1 rom 
campus  $100/mo.
 until Jan. 30. See
 mgr. 
apt  03 165 E 
Reed St SJ. 
MEN  RAN. 





room priv. All util 
pd.  Ouiet students 
only.  
$65 














SERVICE  S 
TYPING. FAST. 




TEACHER, CALL 244-8444 







































 60 color 
prints of 
your choice,  full 













Make  an 
appointment  to 
see our 
samples -then 




until 10 pm. For



















CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT IN-
SURANCE
 SERVICE), WITH NINE 
CALIFORNIA  OFFICES TO 
SERVE  YOU. 
HAS
 THE BEST RATES. 
CALL US AT 
289-86E1 OR 
STOP

















 rates. Call 
Mrs.  Alice 
















































These,  etc. 
Dependable.
 
Mrs. Allen 294-1313 











reasonable  RAI area 
5/8-2beJ 
WEDDING SELL SLUES?
 Cheer up with 
talented musical trio. We 
play your 
requests at ceremony or 
reception  92E-
0413 for 





















EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST 
Master - Heoorts - Dissertations 
Marianne Tamberq - 1924 Hams 
1 erephone 
371-0395  San Jose, 
TYPING-EDITING IBM, fast,  accurate. 
experienced. Free Pck-up and del. 
Call  






 SHIRT& PANTS. SE end
 
up. 












































after  830 
292-9359  
Will 











 can help 
you 
make  your 
GETAWAY  
Fly  at 1/300 
with 
a TWA Youth 
Passport and 
take  up 
to 24 



















help  pay 
expenses  
Kathy



















and  Mexico 
Official 












































WANTED:  to 
Seattle
 or vicinity.  
Want to leave Dec 
23 or 24 Will share 
dnving & expenses 
One  way or round 
trip 





 Sig Ep 





























call  the 
Spartan  
Daily  at 
277-3181.  






































Middle  East end Far 
East  
Student
 ski tours 





CONTACT  1SCA. 
i 
1887 San Vicente Blvd.
 04. L. A C.allf. 























 motorcycle theft 
on 9th St, across from West Hall on Oct. 
31 please call 264-9774.
 
EVERYTHING you always wanted to 
know about anything but were afraid to 
ask, Ask Camp. S.O.S. at 277-3181 and 
see  11 10 the 
Daily.  
;PIK MONEY BOOK 
IS $150.00 TUTAL 
VALUE ($60.00 
F0001 FOR ONLY $4.00 
Now872 










YOUR  MONEY 
BOOK
 AT THE 
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO 
GET 
YOUR 
FREEBEES  AND 








ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3) 
BARREL'S  FISH 'N CHIPS 
CAESAR'S







HAVE 2 very beautiful
 birthdays Terri 
Walint and Lorne




 Reg. Gros.  every 
Tuex & Fri 8 
PM. 40 Hr. Marathon Oat 
15-17,  Call 32543137: 401 Florence. 
Palo 
Alto (Cnr. of 
Lytton).
 
BE A FRIEND to 
handicapped  man. Live 
Iron in attractive room Girls over 19 
please call 
298-2308  aft 5 
DONATE ON A regular blood plasma 
program and receive up to 540/monthly. 
Bring student 
1.D.
 or this ad and receives 
bonus with your first donation. HYLAND 
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave. 
San Jose, CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU 










































this week HELP, Call 
Roger  
or Gary 293-9320 




5 mo old female Brown
 and black. 
Found  near SJS Call 269-5570 
REWARCH Gold and lade bracelet lost on 
tennis courts 12-15-72 
Valuable  only to 
me 
Call  377-3150,  
II nso. male 
ST. BERNARD,
 white & 
brown 
lull
 fnaMle mast Last 




 A fraternity 
that needs new 
blood,  new
 ideas, end ambitious
 men to 
form the
 kind of organization you'd  
like to 
see Call Roger 































 300 35 
300
 




















































Pr int Nano   
Addriiss   
City   
SEND CHECK  MONEY







SAN JOSE STATE 
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114 
In































 for 4 Raid St 
near  9 
10th
 
Sr 
246-3032
 
